Subgenomic mRNA transcription in an aureusvirus: down-regulation of transcription and evolution of regulatory RNA elements.
The genus Aureusvirus is composed of a group of positive-strand RNA plant viruses that belong to the family Tombusviridae. Expression of certain aureusvirus genes requires the transcription of two subgenomic (sg) mRNAs. Interestingly, the level of sg mRNA2 accumulation in aureusvirus infections is considerably lower than that of sg mRNA1. The nature of this difference was investigated using the aureusvirus Cucumber leaf spot virus (CLSV). Analysis of sg mRNA2 transcription indicated that it is synthesized by a premature termination mechanism. The results also implicated the transcriptional promoter, the attenuation signal, and global RNA folding of the viral genome as mediators of sg mRNA2 suppression. Additionally, evaluation of the transcriptional regulatory RNA elements in aureusviruses and related tombusviruses revealed alternative strategies for building functionally-equivalent stem-loop structures and showed that sequences encoding a critical and invariant amino acid can be successfully incorporated into essential long-distance tertiary RNA-RNA interactions.